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ABSTRACT

We seek to detect resident space objects (RSOs) and stars in event camera data. Drawing inspiration from classical
computer vision and recent success of deep learning models applied to 3D point clouds, we present baseline results
for a detection approach that combines PointNet++ [20] to denoise and an iterative 3D Hough transform [10] to detect
space objects as lines in the event stream. With PointNet++ denoising, we approach the oracle best performance with
the 3D Hough transform applied to an artificially denoised data stream, demonstrating the effectiveness of PointNet++
as a denoising module. We evaluate against a novel dataset of 2036 real, 22-second event camera collects that contain
more than 1500 labeled resident space objects and more than 200,000 labeled stars. Our best-performing system for
RSO detection has mAP 0.67 and mAR 0.82, which is a 12% improvement in mAP when denoising with PointNet++.

1. INTRODUCTION

Space is becoming increasingly congested and contested. Recent dramatic surges in the number of active satellites
require automated systems capable of efficiently detecting and tracking space objects in order to maintain space domain
awareness (SDA). Event cameras are low SWaP (size, weight, and power) sensors capable of producing sparse data at a
very high temporal resolution. With these useful characteristics for remote sensing systems, event cameras have caught
the attention of the SDA community. Recent work investigates their utility for detecting space objects [1, 8, 18, 25].

Event cameras are bioinspired sensors that operate fundamentally differently than traditional cameras [13].1 While
standard CCD video cameras periodically capture dense pixel arrays, each pixel in an event camera operates inde-
pendently and asynchronously of the other pixels. When an individual pixel measures a change in brightness over a
threshold, it generates an event. In the canonical address-event representation (AER), an event is recorded as a four-
tuple containing the row and column addresses of the generating pixel; a timestamp; and the polarity of the event,
which indicates if the change was an increase in brightness (an ON event) or a decrease in brightness (an OFF event).

Consider the event stream in Figure 1. While event cameras are known to suffer from noise [13], stars and resident
space objects (RSOs) display distinct event patterns. As a bright object passes through a dark scene, it triggers ON
events when reaching a new spatial location and simultaneously triggers OFF events when leaving its previous location.

Raw event stream

Object 
Detector

ON Events
OFF Events

RSO 

Fig. 1: Space Object Detection in Event Streams Here, an RSO (green) passes visibly through the field of view. Star
streaks are visible as parallel streams largely spanning the full temporal extent (long axis).

1In this paper, when we refer to an event camera, we refer to the specific type of event camera known as a dynamic vision sensor.
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In this work, we establish baseline results for an iterative 3D Hough transform [10] applied to space object detection
in event camera collects. We process the events as points in a 3D point cloud with pixel coordinates and time treated as
geometric dimensions. With additional information, such as the object’s speed, we filter the detected lines to determine
whether an object is a star or a resident space object (RSO).

Often, denoising is a critical stage of event stream processing. Artificially denoising the event camera collects, we
assess the oracle upperbound performance of our adapted Hough transform algorithm. We demonstrate significant
performance improvement, approaching the oracle upperbound, from preprocessing the collects with PointNet++ [20]
as a denoising module.

We assess our methods with a novel dataset that contains 2036 ground-based, nighttime event camera collects. The
dataset contains more than 1500 labeled RSOs and more than 200,000 labeled stars. To the best of our knowledge, this
is the largest SDA event camera dataset, as measured by number of labeled targets. We include a description of our
method for cleaning and annotating the dataset prior to application of our data-processing approaches in Section 3.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to:

• quantify performance for space object detection with a baseline approach that operates on the 3D point cloud
representation

• separately evaluate star and RSO detection performnace when applying algorithms to a dataset containing both
types of objects labeled

• assess space object detection performance as a function of noise in the event stream, and separately, as a function
of event stream collect length

• demonstrate value from PointNet++ [20] as a preprocessing denoising module for resident space object detection

2. RELATED WORK

Event data is a fundamentally different visual sensing paradigm that has necessitated new data processing methods. A
comprehensive outline of various event processing strategies can be found in [13]. In this work, we process the event
data in its original point cloud space. Whereas, other works frame the events into a pixel image representation, while
others produce an asynchronosouly updated time surface image where the pixel brightness corresponds to the time
since most recent event at that pixel. The optimal event data processing method is an open and active area of research.

Space object detection with event cameras. The work in this area divides into RSO detection [9, 6, 8, 25] and star
detection [7, 2].

For star detection and tracking, [7, 2] have focused on investigating the potential for event-based sensors to replace tra-
ditional optical sensors in star trackers, which perform spacecraft attitude estimation based on detected stars compared
with a known star catalog. With this use-case the star detection algorithm fidelity is not directly evaluated by [7, 2], as
it is not their primary focus. In particular, not every star needs to be detected in order to recover a matched template
with the star catalog to assess spacecraft attitude estimation. Whereas, in this work we use star detection as a proxy
for understanding the ability of the algorithm to detect slower moving objects, which are otherwise more rare in our
dataset of RSOs. While the approach in [7] is frame-based, the approach in [2] is event-based, and with its 3D Hough
transform it bears strong similarities to our own approach. We both use the 3D Hough transform line parameterization
from [23] and we both return least squares-refined line parameters based on the points that voted for a detected line.
The key difference is that [2] performs multi-resolution 3D Hough transforms at timescales ranging from 100ms to
400ms, and their implementation employs progressive updates from incoming events. Whereas, we perform a single
iterative 3D Hough transform on an entire collect, following the implementation of [10].

Much work in the area of space object detection with event cameras has focused on RSO detection. Seminal work
from [9] established feasibility of using an event camera aided by a telescope to observe objects in space. Their
qualitative results demonstrate event cameras observing RSOs from LEO and GEO orbital regimes. Taking the first
step towards automatic detection and tracking of space objects captured with an event sensor, qualitative results for an
Expectation Maximization-based probabilistic multiple hypothesis tracker were shown on LEO objects in [6].
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Foundational work by [8] introduced a multi-stage tracking algorithm specifically designed to detect RSOs in event
camera collects in an online fashion, updating track hypotheses as incoming events are received. The approach uses
a sequence of increasingly refined filters, including a template matching filter. Consequently, the approach relies
on many tunable parameters, which leads to brittleness. While they introduce a novel dataset with 572 expertly
labeled RSOs, their work does not mention evaluation performed on a held out dataset split that would support an
understanding of the generalizabilty of their approach applied to data not seen during algorithm tuning.

More recently, [25] introduced a novel YOLO-based architecture that fuses features from the image and the event
stream, demonstrating performance gains from including PointNet++ [20] event stream features with frame-based
features. Absent from [25] is an evaluation on the performance of the event-based features alone. Whereas our work
focuses on maintaining the point cloud representation.

Feature learning in event camera data and other 3D point clouds. Recent work [21, 19, 20] has pioneeered the
application of deep learning to 3D point set data with permutation-invariant networks. PointNet [19] learns a spatial
encoding of each individual point, which are aggregated to form a global point cloud signature. They demonstrate
strong performance on object classification, part segmentation, and semantic scene segmentation in point cloud data.
Using max-pooling layers for permutation invariance limits PointNet’s ability to learn local features. PointNet++ [20]
captures local feature structure by iteratively applying PointNet to nested partitions of the point cloud. A nice sum-
mary of more recent work with 3D convolution-based strategies for capturing local features can be found in [28],
which introduces PointConv. The comparison between PoinConv and PointNet++ in [25] shows significant perfor-
mance improvement from leveraging PointNet++ features, and interestingly, performance degradation from including
PointConv features with the frame-based features. In our work, we find success with classifying noise events with
PointNet++ in a preprocessing denoising module.

While PointNet, PointConv, etc. have been applied for feature learning in 3D point clouds where all dimensions are
spatial, other work [26] has extended PointNet to include a temporal feature layer specifically targeting event data.
Their implementation of a lookup table for inference enables real-time processing of asynchronous event streams.
Although they provide compelling results in comparison to PointNet, the potential advantage of the temporal coding
over the hierarichal application with PointNet++ has yet to be investigated.

3. DATASET

3.1 Data Representation

Rather than synchronosouly capture a dense pixel array of absolute brightness levels, event cameras asynchronosouly
record changes in logarithmic brightness at each pixel independently. The event stream can be expressed as ei =
(ti,xi,yi, pi) where ti is the time in microseconds of the recorded brightness change, (xi,yi) the pixel coordinates, and
pi is the polarity signaling either a brightness increase as pi = 1 (ON events) or decrease as pi = 0 (OFF events).

3.2 Data Capture

In this work, we demonstrate algorithm performance on a ground-based space-pointing event camera dataset collected
with a 640× 480 Prophesee Gen 3 sensor with a Zeiss 85mm f/1.4 lens. The 2036 collect dataset used in this work
is a subset of the 39533 captured collects on 43 nights between January 1, 2021 and March 13, 2021. The subset was
manually chosen as ones where RSO streaks were identified by eye, though there are some collects in our subset which
do not have an RSO. Qualitative observation suggested the first 8 seconds of collects typically contain significantly
more noise than the remaining 22 seconds. Each 30-second collect is truncated to only include the last 22 seconds.

Figure 2 visualizes four example collects, demonstrating different qualitative event stream characteristics. In some
collects, we observe significant sheets of noise in both the ON and OFF event streams that span the collect. In
numerous collects with visible RSOs, we observe that a cylinder enclosing the associated ON events would have
a smaller radius than a cylinder enclosing the associated OFF events. Occassionally, sheets of noise in the OFF
event stream are observed early in a collect. Ultimately, this does not impact our RSO detection, as we find the best
performance when operating only on the ON event stream for RSO detection. Meanwhile, other collects are very
clean, with little noise interfering with the space objects’ events. The EBSSA dataset [8] contains numerous artifacts.
For example, there are distinct gaps in the event stream. The authors of [8] note the artifacts, positing an unstable
cable connection could be a contributing factor. Our dataset does not exhibit these types of systematic artifacts.
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Fig. 2: Sample Event Data Collects Each row shows two viewpoints of raw events of the last 22s of a 30s collect.
Time is the long axis. Pixel coordinates are the other two axes. Collects with large sheets of noise in ON (red) and
OFF (blue) event streams are relatively rare (top row). Row two shows a more typical collect. Row three shows sheets
of noise can extend beyond the first 8s of the 30s collect. The bottom row shows a relatively clean, low noise collect.
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Table 1: Dataset Characteristics broken down by dataset split. The ON (OFF) events have polarity pi = 1 (pi = 0)
signaling a brightness increase (decrease). In some sense, the SNR is a worst-case estimate based off manual labels
of the RSOs and stars. RSOs are labeled at the event-level. The SNR is negatively skewed, as most RSO labels do
not capture well all the associated OFF events. The stars are labeled as the average location in 3-second time slices,
and events are automatically assigned as star-related if they fall within a threshold distance of the line connecting the
earliest time slice location with the latest time slice location in 3D.

Average per recording
Data Split # Collects # ON Events # OFF Events # Stars # RSOs Signal to Noise Ratio (dB)

Train 1222 2748 ± 3191 7558 ± 16473 102 ± 59 0.75 3.61 ± 5.44
Validation 407 2738 ± 3315 6772 ± 10321 99 ± 55 0.75 3.35 ± 5.36

Test 407 2882 ± 7045 6810 ± 14942 99 ± 59 0.70 3.65 ± 5.37

3.3 Dataset Characteristics

Table 1 summarizes various charactersitcs of our dataset, separated by the collects in each dataset split: train, val-
idation, and test. Data capture with event cameras is sensitive to various camera settings, which influence the data
bias toward one polarity or the other. [13]. Our dataset is biased toward OFF events; on average, the collects contain
2.5 times as many OFF events as ON events. We find that our algorithms for RSO detection perform better when we
exclusively input the ON events, ignoring the OFF events entirely. Whereas, for star detection, our algorithms perform
better when the full event stream is input. This is sensible because star streaks have fewer and less dense event streams
associated; eliminating the OFF event stream removes a larger percentage of the associated events.

3.4 Dataset Annotations

Ground truth annotation of event camera collects is not straightforward. Pioneering work in this space for SDA [8]
outlines many of the challenges associated with labeling event camera data for space domain awareness. Among
contributing factors, a significant challenge is the limited sensor sensitivity associated with event cameras. Even when
something is moving or undergoing a change in brightness in the world-view, there is no guarantee that an event
camera will sense it. This limits the ability of other sources of ground truth to be applied without a human in the
loop manually verifying or generating labels in the event stream. A human in the loop performing annotation on the
event stream introduces its own set of challenges. There exist numerous annotation tools for traditional imagery and
video [27, 12] with open-source and commercial tools such as VATIC, VGG VIA, CVAT, Labelbox, LabelMe, and
Samasource. Other open source tools have emerged [24, 16] for labeling bounding boxes in 3D point cloud data.

Endpoints of RSOs in the EBSSA dataset in [8] were manually labeled in the 2D time surface frame representation of
the event stream, displayed to the user at various frame rates up to 1kHz. Final annotations were formed with linear
interpolation. Multiple annotators and multiple stages of labeling were employed to verify correctness. EBSSA does
not contain any groundtruth star annotations, as the work of [8] is solely focused on RSO tracking.

The dataset used in this work contains two types of objects labelled: stars and resident space objects. Figure 3 visual-
izes example labels of star streaks and an RSO streak. The sections below detail the manual annotation procedure.

3.4.1 Star Streak Annotations

Star annotations are discretized in three-second time slices; the average position of the star is recorded in each slice.
Each 30-second collect is divided into ten non-overlapping three-second time slices. The aggregated image for each
slice is input to SExtractor [4] to automatically identify the stars. The evaluation is performed against these time slice
labels, where we exclude single slice-labeled stars (accounts for roughly 5% of the labeled stars), as they do not contain
spatial extent in the label. Exluding single-slice labeled stars may favorably skew our results, as smaller objects have
fewer associated events and are more challenging to detect. Using the time slice annotations to compare with our
detected stars may unfavorably skew the results, as detected stars may capture events up to the temporal boundary
of the recording, whereas the time of the time slice is centered on the slice. However, to produce an estimate of the
Signal to Noise Ratio, we associate events with the nearest star if the event is within Euclidean distance of 3.3 from
the line connecting the earliest start time and latest end time of the labeled star slices. In the manual RSO annotation
process outlined below, 56 stars were inadvertently labeled as RSO streaks. Using the associated events, we find the
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Fig. 3: Object Annotations in Sample Collect The raw events are shown in the upper left, where ON events are red
and OFF events are blue. The long axis is time. The other axes are the spatial pixel coordinates. The corresponding
object annotations for stars (gold) and RSOs are in the upper right, where ON events for an RSO are green and OFF
events are violet. The RSOs are labeled at the per-event level, whereas the star labels are captured in 3-second time
slices. The bottom figures overlay the annotations and the raw events, both in the original viewpoint and a different
viewpoint. Due to the semi-automated annotation procedure, not all events associated with an RSO are labeled as
such. In the zoomed view on the lower right, we can see several OFF events that are blue, and not labeled as RSO,
despite trailing the labeled RSO OFF events and likely being caused by the sensed RSO.

average event to star line distance is roughly 1.3 with standard deviation approximately 1. The threshold 3.3 is two
standard deviations above the mean. Note that this is in the full 3D space, where time is in seconds, so the units are
not physically meaningful on this distance threshold.

3.4.2 RSO Streak Annotations

Annotating the data in the 3D point cloud space, at the event level, is both time and tool prohibitive. To annotate the
RSOs, all events for a 30-second collect are aggretated into a single frame image representation. Note that while we
run our algorithms and evaluate on the events and labels in the last 22 seconds of each collect, the RSO annotations
are formed from accessing the full 30 seconds of each collect. Once the collects are framed, collects that visually have
obvious non-star streaks are flagged. The RSO streaks are manually labeled by clicking the start and endpoint. ON
events that fall along the connecting line are associated with the RSO streak. There is known label noise in this dataset;
for example, we visually identified the event signatures of some objects labeled as RSOs is consitent with airplanes.
These types of objects represent a relatively small fraction of the total labeled RSOs in the dataset.

Automated Refinement Figure 3 shows that RSOs in our dataset can have a cylinder of associated events. Qualita-
tively, we observe significant variance in the radius of this cylinder. To capture some of these events, we employ an
automatic refinement stage to the manual annotations. Regardless, setting a conservative threshold on the radius yields
some collects with events that are the result of the moving RSO that leak into the noise-labeled events.

Operating in a re-scaled space to a cube with min and max value [−1,1], we find the best fit line of the RSO-associated
events (from the manual annotation process) using Singular Value Decomposition. Conservatively, any noise-labelled
event that is closer than 0.05 to the line is re-labelled as a member of the RSO streak. Note that this threshold differs
greatly from the star signal threshold; here, we are operating in the rescaled cube space, whereas for associating events
to the star signal, we only scaled time to seconds. In principle, an RSO streak visible in the event camera collect
should have associated events throughout the duration of its passage through the field of view. In practice, this may
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Fig. 4: Approach Overview We apply a PointNet++ per-event classifier to denoise the raw event stream. This is fed
to an iterative 3D Hough transform to detect lines in the 3D point cloud representation of the event stream. Using
known velocity properties, we filter the returned 3D lines and apply the final classification of star or RSO.

not be the case, depending on the camera settings and the brightness of the RSO. We use a dynamic threshold based
on three standard deviations from the median minimum nearest neighbor distance to account for this possibility while
simultaneously limiting the possibility for noise events that are far from true RSO events that could inadvertently be
linked to an RSO. Automatically associating events with stars according to the procedure described in the previous
section, no star-labelled events are re-associated as RSO events during the automated refinement process.

4. APPROACH

Data from an event camera collect can be viewed as a 3D point cloud, where two dimensions correspond to the spatial
components of the pixel coordinates and the third dimension is time. For a stationary camera and short recording
times, the stars and RSOs that we aim to automatically detect generally move through the sensor field of view in
straight lines. To that end, we frame the problem of space object detection in event camera data as line detection in
3D point clouds. In this work, we investigate the potential of a classical computer vision algorithm, the 3D Hough
transform (using the iterative algorithm of [10]), which we adapt based on motion properties of the space objects and
augment with a PointNet++ [20] denoising module. Figure 4 illustrates our overall approach.

Following the notation of [19], a point cloud can be represented as a set of 3D points {Pi|i = 1, ...,n} where each
point is a vector of its coordinate (t,x,y). In event camera data, each event has an associated polarity signaling either
an increase in brightness or a decrease in brightness. In our dataset, there is more noise in the events with polarity
signaling a brightness decrease, and for RSO detection, we observe better performance when applying our methods
only to the events with polarity signaling a brightness increase. The other main difference between the event camera
data and the 3D point sets discussed in [19] is that time, as the third dimension, imposes an ordering on the point cloud
data. Methods such as Spiking Neural Networks seemlessly handle the temporal ordering, whereas our approach does
not intrinsically handle time differently from the spatial dimensions. Rather, as we look to detect lines in the point
cloud space, we impose contraints on the valid parameter space of the lines; they cannot be parallel to the spatial plane.

4.1 Iterative 3D Hough Transform

The Hough transform [11] is a classic approach to detecting lines in imagery by accumulating votes in a discretized
parameter space. For example, in a typical formulation where the Hough transform is used to detect lines in standard
2D images, the image is first preprocessed with an edge detector. Edge pixels subsequently vote for lines that pass
through them in the pre-determined discretized parameter space. Extensions of the Hough transform include detecting
arbitrary shapes [3], improving efficiency with random sampling [15], and detecting lines in 3D point clouds [10].

In this work, we adapt the iterative 3D Hough transform introduced in [10], which they apply to detecting lines in 3D
point clouds. Their work builds from the Hough parameter space outlined in [14] that leverages Roberts’ minimal and
optimal line representation [23] that parameterizes lines with four dimensions, two for the line direction and two for
the anchor point of the line. Canonically, a line ~a+λ~b is represented with a direction vector~b and a point on the line
~a. Applying the notation of [23] to our event data, the direction~b can be parameterized with the azimuth φ and the
elevation θ as

~b =

 bt
bx
by

=

 cosφ cosθ

sinφ cosθ

sinθ

 (1)

with constraints imposed on θ , φ , and the components of~b to ensure a unique representation of the same line. The
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direction is discretized as a set of 1281 vertices of a four time-subdivided icosahedron. Refer to [10] for more details
on the discretization and parameter constraints. The point~a can be parameterized with the point of intersection (x′,y′)
between~b and a plane passing through the origin that is perpendicular to~b as

~a = x′ ·

 1−b2
t /(1+by)

−btbx/(1+by)
−bt

+ y′ ·

 −btbx/(1+by)
1−b2

x/(1+by)
−bx

 (2)

The (x′,y′) plane is discretized into cells of width dx. Following [10], a point~z votes for a line~a+λ~b if its perpendic-
ular distance to the line is within dx as follows

||~z− (~a+λ~b)|| ≤ dx, λ =<~z−~a,~b > (3)

The algorithm introduced in [10] applies the 3D Hough transform iteratively. It first performs the 3D Hough transform
vote accumulation and identifies the line with the most votes. Augmenting the list of returned lines with the best-fit
line parameters based on the points that voted for the most-voted line, it removes points contributing to the most voted
line, and re-runs the 3D Hough transform. This process is repeated until there are no longer sufficient number of points
for a line.

As this algorithm treats all dimensions geometrically, we introduce constraints and filters on the returned lines to
account for known physical properties of the moving objects, detailed in the sections below.

4.1.1 Adaptation for Star Streak Detection

The Prophesee Gen 3 sensor has pixel resolution 640× 480, with pixel size 15µm. In the data collection setup used
here, the lens focal length is 85mm, which corresponds to 36.4 arcsec/pixel.2 For a stationary camera pointed at the
sky, stars are known to move 15 arcsec/sec, based on the rotation of the Earth. Hence, with this data collection setup,
the stars should appear to move at roughly 0.412 pixel/sec. In our data, the labeled stars exhibit variance in velocity,
shown in Figure 5. There are a few contributing factors to variance in apparent star velocity in our annoted data: 1)
inherent noise in the event camera, 2) sensitivity limitations of the event camera, and 3) aggregating star positions
into 3-second time slices. Experimentally, we find that a velocity threshold of 0.41± 0.18 pixel/sec yields the best
performance. The upper bound matches well with the optimal decision threshold between star velocity versus RSO
velocity, visualized in Figure 5.

Fig. 5: Space object velocity empirical distribution comparison There are nearly 136 times as many stars as RSOs
in the dataset. To reasonably view the optimal decision threshold, shown in purple as 0.59 pixel/sec, with both density
plots on the same axis, we upsample all the RSOs by a factor of 136. The gray dashed line corresponds to a velocity
of 0.412 pixel/sec, which corresponds to the expected star velocity. It aligns well with the highest empirical density of
star velocities.

2https://astronomy.tools/calculators/ccd
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We know that stars appear to move parallel to each other as the Earth rotates. In the collection of candidate star streaks
detected by the Hough transform, we could introduce a constraint that returns lines that are roughly parallel to each
other, based on the direction vector~b. As there are many stars in each collect, and typically fewer false positives in
comparison, the star directions should cluster well. However, with the ultimate goal in mind of detecting RSOs, and
using star detection as a proxy for slower moving RSOs, this assumption would not be sensible for RSO detection.
For this reason, we do not introduce further star-specific constraints.

4.1.2 Adaptation for RSO Streak Detection

Based on the expected star velocity, as described above, any line with velocity exceeding 0.59 pixel/sec is returned as
a detected RSO streak with confidence score proportional to the number of associated events. Given the small overlap
in velocity distributions between RSOs and stars in our dataset, we expect some missed RSOs from this decision
threshold. In our formulation, the Hough transform treats time as a geometric dimension. A disadvantage of this is
that lines parallel to the xy-plane may be returned, despite it not being physically possible for an object to occupy
multiple spatial locations simultaneously. We filter lines approximately parallel to the xy-plane by setting a threshold
on the minimum value for bt . Experimentally, bt ≥ 0.007 optimized performance on the validation set.

4.2 Denoising: Event Classification with PointNet++

Denoising is often a critical step in processing event camera data. In this work, we train a PointNet++ [20] part
segmentation model to perform per-event classification. With 3D point sets as input, PointNet models leverage max
as a permutation invariant function that enables neural networks to learn point cloud features. We train a multi-scale
grouping PointNet++ with the open source PyTorch implementation [29] to classify events as either noise, RSO, or
star. As the input, we use 10240 randomly sampled events with replacement and batch size of 8. Input points are
normalized per-collect. We train with the model with the Adam optimizer for a maximum of 50 epochs. The learning
rate is 0.001 with decay rate 0.5 every 20 steps.

4.3 Evaluation Strategy

A consistent evaluation strategy for detecting objects in event streams remains to be established. Seminal work demon-
strated qualitative results [9, 6], and foundational work from [8, 25] have reported different performance metrics.

In particular, [8] reports sensitivity (recall) and specificity, with informedness combining the two. Specifity, with its
emphasis on true negative rate, is not typically reported for an object detection task, where we already anticipate much
of the scene will not contain an object. To compute true/false positive/negative for the performance metrics, the authors
divide event camera recordings into 10ms volumes. Each volume is independently assigned true/false positive/negative
depending on the event density and presence or absence of a ground truth RSO. This necessarily means a long RSO
streak (in time) will contribute more to the sensitivity metric than a short one. The visible gaps in event streams in
their EBSSA dataset raise the question of whether those volumes are included in the evaluation.

In contrast, [25] evaluates in the framed image space given their YOLOv3 [22] detection head. Their reported per-
formance metrics include precision, recall, F1-score, and average precision. The intersection over union threshold for
determining true positives is not mentioned.

Consistent performance metrics for object detection in canonical 2D imagery have been established with readily avail-
able open source implementations [17]. For our evaluation, we follow a similar strategy to [25] and project the events
onto the image plane. In this space, we compare intersection over union (IoU) of the ground truth bounding boxes of
the projected labels with the bounding boxes of the projected detections to compute the Average Precision (AP) and
Average Recall (AR) with the open source cocoapi.3 Different from [25], we sweep over a range of IoU values to
find the mean AP and mean AR. Typically, the IoU ranges from 0.5 to 0.95 in 0.05 increments in the evaluation. The
spatial extent of our objects tends to be on the smaller side, especially with stars. Hence, in our case we evaluate with
IoU thresholds in increments of 0.05 with the range 0.05 to 0.3 for stars and 0.1 to 0.75 for RSOs. The non-maximum
suppression threshold we use is the lower bound of these, 0.05. Note that with these distinct IoU thresholds for the
star versus RSO streak assessment, we run the two evaluations separately.
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Table 2: Main Results RSO and star streak object detection with the iterative 3D Hough transform adapted to space
object detection in event data represented as 3D point clouds (top row). The star mean Average Precision (mAP) is
averaged across IoU thresholds in 0.05 increments from 0.05 to 0.3. For RSO streak detection, mAP performance
improves when inputting only the ON event stream, whereas star mAP does not (second). Including PointNet++
as a denoising module significantly improves mAP for RSO streak detection (third row). Applying the 3D Hough
transform only to the events classified by PointNet++ as RSO events yields significantly worse performance (bottom
row) than applying it to the star and RSO-classified events.

Method pi RSO AP[0.1:0.75] Star AP RSO AR[0.1:0.75] Star AR
Small Med. Large All Small Small Med. Large All Small

3D Hough trans. ± 0.464 0.575 0.633 0.552 0.819 0.763 0.844 0.864 0.824 0.888
3D Hough trans. + 0.478 0.579 0.725 0.598 0.683 0.737 0.834 0.880 0.818 0.715

+ PointNet++ + 0.473 0.681 0.816 0.670 0.657 0.746 0.836 0.870 0.817 0.690
PointNet++ only + 0.086 0.390 0.640 0.370 0.630 0.184 0.530 0.690 0.473 0.661

5. RESULTS

Table 2 provides our main quantitative results. Our best performing RSO streak detector passes the ON event stream
to the PointNet++ denoising module before applying the iterative 3D Hough transform. There we observe 0.67 mean
Average Precision (mAP) and 0.82 mean Average Recall (mAR), which is a significant improvement for mAP over
the iterative 3D Hough transform applied to the raw ON event stream (0.60 mAP, 0.82 mAR). For small objects with
pixel area (A) less than 322, performance does not improve from PointNet++ denoising. Smaller objects have fewer
associated events, and inadvertently filtering even one true RSO event as noise could negatively impact performance
on them. Whereas, we observer significant mAP performance improvement for medium objects (A ∈ [322,962]) and
large objects (A > 962). The mAR recall is negligibly best when passing the full event stream through the 3D Hough
transform without PointNet++ denoising.

Our best performing star streak detector is the iterative 3D Hough transform applied to the full event stream, without
the PointNet++ denoising module. There we observe 0.82 mAP and 0.89 mAR. For star streak detection, performance
noticeably degrades when we input only the ON event stream, down to 0.68 mAP and 0.72 mAR. Moreover, incorpo-
rating the PointNet++ denoising module further slightly degrades performance of star streak detection, as it did with
small object detection for RSO streaks. The larger degradation observed for star streaks may be attributed to stars
being at the small end of even the small objects. With expected velocity 0.41 pixel/sec, the expected pixel extent of
the stars in our 22-second collects is 9 pixels. This is well below the small object area threshold.

Our application of the iterative 3D Hough transform approach itself provides a baseline for space object detection in
event camera data, and Table 3 shows the performance improvements from our various adaptations from the original
implementation of [10]. The performance improvement from the PointNet++ denoising module makes a strong case
for its value in a pipeline for RSO streak detection in event camera data. There is currently no natural baseline in
the literature with which to compare. The work from [9] presents an online algorithm with many tunable parameters.
The lack of open source code available at the time of this writing, and the number of missing parameter values in
their work prohibits reasonable reproduction of results at this time. While [25] presents results with fused image and
event features with a YOLOv3 [22] detection head, we opt to remain entirely in the 3D point cloud space that is a
more natural representation of the event camera data. An in-depth comparison between methods for these two types
of representations is an area of future work.

Figure 6 illustrates example star and RSO streak detections captured by our algorithm. We show cases with varying
event density, both in the collect and associated with the RSO. In one interesting case, our approach is able to capture
an RSO, depsite its significant gap in associated events. A strength of our algorithm is that it can return any number
of detected lines in a collect. Though it is relatively rare for two RSOs to occur in the same collect, we do show one
example of a collect with two correctly detected RSOs. A full assessment of the characteristics of stars and RSOs that
our approach captures well remains for future work.

3https://github.com/cocodataset/cocoapi/tree/master/PythonAPI/pycocotools
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Fig. 6: Sample Results Each row is an example collect with detected RSOs (green and purple) and stars (cyan on the
right). The raw event stream shows ON (red) and OFF (blue) events. Detected RSOs have varying event densities.
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Fig. 7: Sample RSO Detection Errors The top row shows the raw events from two collects where our algorithm
misses the visible RSO. ON events are red, OFF events are blue. The middle row shows an extremely event-dense
collect, where our algorithm returns numerous false positives. Different detected RSOs are shown in different colors,
where the ninth detection and beyond are all yellow. The bottom row shows an example where one of the (false
positive) RSO detections (purple) is a cluster of points in the 3D space. The inset figure shows the RSO detections
from an alternate view; from this view, the purple false positive would appear sensible.

Some of the errors are visualized in Figure 7. Among the types of errors observed, there are cases where an obvious
RSO is not detected, possibly due to the bt threshold. There are other cases where significant noise in a collect leads
to many false positives. In other cases, the events associated with a false positive detection appear as a cluster in the
3D point cloud. Qualitatively, the level of sparsity in these clustered events does not appear consistent with true RSOs
in the dataset. More sophisticated methods or filtering would need to be employed to remove these false positives.

An advantage of our evaluation approach is that we are able to leverage the open-source Toolbox for Identifying Object
Detection Errors (TIDE) [5] to gain insight into how we can best target improving algorithm performance in the future.
Figure 8 shows the error assessment for RSO streak detection, evaluated at the 0.5 IoU threshold. Specifically, it plots
the delta AP (dAP) improvement from fixing various types of errors: localization errors, duplicate detection errors,
background errors, missed detection errors not already captured by the localization errors, false negatives, and false
positives. Fixing the localization errors would yield the largest dAP improvement. Interestingly, targetting either the
false positives or false negatives would yield the same dAP improvement. More details on the definitions for these
error types can be found in [5].
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Fig. 8: RSO Streak Detection Error TIDE Summary The delta AP (dAP) improvement at the 0.5 IoU threshold for
RSO detection when fixing errors: localization error (Loc), duplicate detection error (Dupe), background error (Bkg),
missed ground truth error (Miss), False Positive (FP), and False Negative (FN). The Miss errors correspond to ground
truth objects not already missed by the localization error. Comparing with improvement from resolving FN reveals
that many missed detections likely fall below the overlap threshold, and are not missed entirely.
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(a) Our adapted 3D Hough Transform applied to artificially
noiseless data (noise fraction 0) illuminates its performance
upperbound, AP[0.1:0.75] 0.70. From there, noise events are
artificially added back in 10% increments until a noise fraction
1 yields the original raw event stream.
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(b) 3D Hough Transform, RSO detection performance as a
function of record length. Since the 3D Hough Transform ac-
cumulates votes for lines, it benefits from more points that can
contribute to the votes. Hence we observe performance degra-
dation with decreasing collect length.

Fig. 9: RSO 3D Hough Transform Detection Performance Artificially varying the noise fraction, as in (a), informs
on how well the 3D Hough transform would perform in a system that contains less noise, either from algorithmic
denoising or improved sensors. Even in a noiseless system, there is significant room for improvement. When varying
the collect length, as in (b), we observe significant performance degradation from reducing the collect length. Note
that the PointNet++ denoising module is not used in either of these experiments.

5.1 mAP vs Noise Fraction

To determine the oracle upperbound mAP performance of our adapted iterative 3D Hough transform for space object
detection with this dataset, we artifically remove all the noise events. We find the mAP for RSO detection is 0.70 in this
setting. With mAP 0.67, the PointNet++ denoising module is approaching this performance upperbound. Figure 9a
visualizes the performance degradation as 10% increments of noise are added back into the event stream.

5.2 mAP vs Time History

The Hough transform requires sufficient votes to detect a line. Figure 9b assesses performance degradation with
decreasing collect lengths. Longer collects would be needed to determine if performance is approaching an asymptote.

5.3 3D Hough Transform Ablation Experiments

Table 3 summarizes the performance improvements from different modifications to the open source iterative 3D Hough
transform implementation of [10]. For RSO detection, our algorithms perform best when only the ON event stream
is input. Whereas, for star detection, our algorithms perform best when the full raw event stream is input. For RSO
streak detection, including the confidence score yields similar performance gains to applying the velocity threshold.
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Table 3: 3D Hough Transform Ablation In the first row of each polarity pi type, the confidence score is fixed at
0.75. This effectively has no preference ranking among the returned detections. Applying a confidence score to each
detection that is inversely proportional to the number events in a detection gives a significant performance boost (rows
2, 6). Thresholding detections based on velocity, wth the optimal threshold 0.59 pixel/sec (Figure 5) yields a similarly
significant performance boost (rows 3, 7). Limiting the returned detections to those which are not nearly parallel with
the xy-plane improves AP at the cost of AR (rows 4, 8). ∗The bt threshold is not applied to filter detected star streaks.

Method pi RSO AP[0.1:0.75] Star AP RSO AR[0.1:0.75] Star AR
Small Med. Large All Small Small Med. Large All Small

3D Hough [10] ± 0.001 0.009 0.080 0.007 0.449 0.749 0.835 0.863 0.816 0.896
+ conf. score ± 0.038 0.298 0.523 0.238 0.735 0.749 0.845 0.873 0.822 0.896
+ vel. thresh. ± 0.359 0.299 0.523 0.384 0.819 0.763 0.845 0.873 0.827 0.888
+ bt thresh.* ± 0.464 0.575 0.633 0.552 0.819 0.763 0.844 0.864 0.824 0.888

3D Hough [10] + 0.002 0.050 0.157 0.012 0.518 0.780 0.856 0.867 0.835 0.720
+ conf. score + 0.017 0.573 0.729 0.290 0.594 0.780 0.858 0.893 0.844 0.720
+ vel. thresh. + 0.422 0.574 0.730 0.588 0.683 0.780 0.858 0.893 0.844 0.715
+ bt thresh.* + 0.478 0.579 0.725 0.598 0.683 0.737 0.834 0.880 0.818 0.715

Filtering based on the bt threshold provides a small mAP boost when operating on the ON stream alone The much
larger boost when inputting both event polarities suggests most erroneous lines parallel to the xy-plane are in the OFF
event stream. For star streak detection, the confidence score and velocity threshold are critical for improving the mAP.

5.4 PointNet++ Event Classification

For our trained model, the event instance IoUs are: 0.74 for noise, 0.73 for RSO, 0.93 for star with overall IoU 0.80.

6. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have established baseline results for an iterative 3D Hough transform algorithm with a PointNet++
pre-processing denoising module for the task for space object detection in event camera data. For RSO streak detection,
we have demonstrated significant performance improvement, approaching the oracle upper bound, from including the
denoising module, suggesting the promise of PointNet++ as a denoiser for ground-based event camera observations
of space objects. Our performance assessment of RSO streak detection as a function of collect length suggests this
would not be a suitable approach for rapid, online RSO detection. Further work is needed to assess our approach in
comparison with the online one of [8] and with the frame-based feature fusion one of [25].
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